The Pendulums Become Critical
This is why one does computer simulations
on networks of coupled pendulums and
not realistic models of earthquakes or whatever.
If you have dif culty visualizing system of coupled pendulums,
so much the better since
this only serves to illustrate value of having good metaphors.
Pendulums are not good enough metaphors
too dif cult to grasp what is going on;
things still too messy!
If pendulums pushed in random directions,
one at a time,
nothing interesting would happen.
Most of pendulums would remain near down position.
However, realized if always pushed pendulums in same direction,
say clockwise,
would be increased tendency for pendulums
to affect each other.
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Springs connecting the pendulums would slowly be wound up and store energy.

As process of pushing single pendulum at a time continued,
more and more pendulums
would stay near upward position(metastable)
rather than downward position(stable).
Because of the increased instability of the pendulums,
there would be chain reactions
caused by the domino effect.
Pushing single pendulum might cause others to rotate.
How far would the domino process continue?
Obviously if started from position where all springs relaxed,
there would be no way that pushing a single pendulum once
would cause other pendulums to rotate.
But suppose process of pumping up pendulums went on for very long time.
What would set the limits of chain reaction?
What would be natural scale of disturbances?
How many pendulums could be turned by single push?

An idea popped up - maybe there is no limit whatsoever!
There was nothing in system that could possibly de ne a limit!
Maybe, even if system was dissipating with lots of friction,
constant energy supply from pushing pendulums might eventually
drive system to state where
once a single pendulum started rotating somewhere,
that would be enough stored energy to allow
chain reaction to go on forever,
limited only by large total number of pendulums?
Simiulation was programmed into computer.
Model was small system with pendulums
on grid of size 50 by 50 = total of 2,500 pendulums.
Each pendulum connected with four neighbors, up, down, left, and right directions.
Starting from having all pendulums in down direction,
one arbitrary pendulum would be wound up by one revolution.
Would put more pressure on neighbors.
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Then another pendulum would be chosen, and so on.

For while there was only single rotations,
but at some point one spring would be wound up enough
to trigger another pendulum to rotate when it was acted on.
Continuing further, at some point would be enough energy
stored in springs that there would be
large chain reactions,
where one pendulum would trigger the next and more by domino effect.
Process is called an avalanche.
Avalanches become bigger and bigger.
Eventually after thousands of events, would grow no further.
As simulation continued, would be stream of avalanches,
some small, some intermediate,
and a few big ones.
One measures how many avalanches were of each size,
just like earthquake scientists had
measured how many earthquakes
there were of each magnitude.
Size of avalanche measured
as total number of rotations following single kick.

Many more small ones than large ones.

Figure shows results

x-axis shows size of avalanches.
y-axis shows how many avalanches of that size.
log-log plot as earlier plots.
Data fall approximately on straight line
Indicates number of avalanches of size s
is given by simple power law

N (s) = As

⌧

where the exponent ⌧ de ned
as slope of curve,
is approximately equal to 1.
Pendulums obeyed same Gutenberg-Richter power law as earthquakes!
At lower end, straight line limited by fact
that no avalanche can be smaller than one pendulum rotation.
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At upper end, cutoff because no avalanche can be bigger than all pendulums rotating.

Scattering of points around straight line are statistical uctuations as in real experiments.
Some points are above line, some below.
If let simulation continue longer and longer,
uctuations become smaller and smaller,
in same way as ratio of sixes when throw dice converges toward 1/6
as number of throws increases.
System had become critical!
There were avalanches of all sizes
just as were clusters of all sizes
at the critical point for
equilibrium phase transitions.
But no tuning was involved.
Just randomly pushed pendulums.
No temperature to regulate, no

parameter to change.
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Simple behavior of individual elements following own simple local rules
conspired to create unique, delicately balanced, poised, global situation
in which motion of any given element
might affect any other element in system.

Local rule was simply speci cation of total number, n, of revolutions four neighbors
should perform to induce single revolution of given pendulum.
System had self-organized into critical point without any external organizing force.
Self-organized criticality (SOC) had been discovered.
Was as if some invisible hand had regulated collection of pendulums
precisely to point
where avalanches of all sizes could occur.
Pendulums could communicate throughout system.
Found that criticality and therefore complexity
can and will emerge for free
without any watchmaker tuning the world.
The Sandpile Paradigm
Discovery of coupled-pendulums case of self-organized criticality very important.
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An open, dissipating system had naturally organized itself
into a critical scale-free state
with avalanches of all sizes and all durations.

Statistics of avalanches follow Gutenberg-Richter power law(same as earthquakes).
There were small events and large events following the same laws.
A simple model for complexity in nature had been discovered.
This implies that the variability observed around us might
re ect parts of universe operating
at self-organized critical state.
The had been indications complexity was associated with criticality
but no robust mechanism for
achieving critical state was proposed or demonstrated
by actual calculation on a real mathematical model.
This success was only the beginning of their endeavors.
Still had to show that activity has 1/f like signal,
and that resulting organization had
fractal geometrical structure.
Maybe ultimate understanding of scienti c topics
measured in terms of ability to generate
metaphoric pictures of what is going on.
Physics of the messy system of pendulums was far from transparent.
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Intuition about system is poor.

Turns out there was simpler picture that could be applied to self-organized critical dynamics.
By a change of mathematical language;
rotating pendulums could be described
as toppling grains of sand
in pile of sand.
Instead of counting revolutions of pendulums, count toppling grains in sandpile.
Although mathematical formulation was exactly same for sand model
as for pendulum model,
sand picture led to vastly improved
intuitive understanding of phenomenon.
Sandpiles are part of everyday experience.
Rotating coupled pendulums are not.
Now repeat sandpile discussions with additions here and there……..
Before discussing the mathematical formulation of model,
let us recall an experiment introduced earlier.
Consider at table, onto which sand added slowly one grain at a time.
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Grains added at random positions.

Flat state represents general equilibrium state;
this state has lowest energy
—> have to add energy to rearrange sand to form heaps of any shape.
Because grains get stuck due to static friction,
landscape formed by sand will not
automatically revert to ground state
when stop adding sand(as it would in the case of a liquid).
Initially grains of sand stay more or less where they land.
As continue to add more sand, small sand slides or avalanches occur.
Grain may land on top of other grains and topple to lower level
—> may in turn cause other grains to topple.
Addition of single grain of sand can cause local disturbance,
but nothing dramatic happens to pile.
Events in one part of pile do not affect sand grains in more distant parts of pile.
No global communication within pile at this stage, just many individual grains of sand.
As average height increases,
avalanche from single grain is more likely
to cause other grains to topple.

Eventually average height reaches certain value
and cannot increase any further,
because amount of sand added
is balanced on average by amount of sand
leaving pile by falling off edges.
This is called a stationary state,
since average amount of sand
and average height are constant
in time.
It is clear that to have average balance between sand added to pile,
and sand leaving along edges,
there must be communication throughout entire system.
—-> there will occasionally be avalanches that span whole pile.
This is self-organized critical(SOC) state.
The addition of grains of sand has transformed system
from state in which individual grains follow
own local dynamics
to a critical state where emergent dynamics are global.

In this stationary SOC state,
there is one complex system,
the sandpile, with its own emergent dynamics.
Emergence of sandpile could not have been anticipated from properties of individual grains.
Sandpile is an open dynamical system, since sand added from outside.
It has many degrees of freedom - grains of sand.
Grain of sand landing on pile represents
potential energy measured as height of grain above table.
When grain topples, energy transformed into kinetic energy.
When toppling grain comes to rest, kinetic energy dissipated,
that is, transformed into heat in pile.
Energy ows through system.
Critical state maintained because of energy of new sand is being supplied from outside.
Critical state must be robust with respect to modi cations.
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Crucial importance for concept of self-organized criticality
to have any chance of describing real world;
in fact, this is whole idea.

Suppose that after same system has reached
critical stationary state
suddenly start dropping
wet sand instead of dry sand.
Wet sand has greater friction than dry sand.
Therefore, for a while avalanches would be smaller and local.
Less material will leave system since small avalanches cannot reach edge of table.
Average height of pile becomes larger.
This, in turn, causes avalanches to grow, on average.
Eventually get back to critical state with system-wide avalanches.
Average height at this state higher than original ones.
Similarly, if dry sand, pile will sink to more shallow shape
by temporarily shedding larger avalanches.
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If try to prevent avalanches by putting local barriers, here and there, similar effect:
for while avalanches will be smaller,
but eventually slope will become steep enough
to overcome barriers, by forcing more sand to ow somewhere else.

Physical appearance of pile changes, but dynamics remain critical.
Pile bounces back to critical state when we try to force it away from critical state.
The Sandpile Model
Have de ned the physics,
but so far everything is simply a product of our imagination,
mixed with some intuition from actual experience.
Must make a model that reproduces these features?
Sandpile model that Bak studied easy to de ne and simulate on computer.
Table where sand dropped represented by two-dimensional grid.
At each square of grid, with coordinates (x,y),
assign a number Z(x,y) that
represents number of grains present at square.
For table of size L = 100, coordinates x and y are between 1 and 100.
Total number of sites is L x L (10000).
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Using “theoretical physicist's” sand, with ideal grains
regular cubes of size 1, which can be stacked neatly on top of one another,
not the irregular complicated ones that you nd on beach.

Addition of grain of sand to square of grid carried out
by choosing one site randomly and
increasing height Z at that site by 1

Z(x, y) ! Z(x, y) + 1
Process repeated again and again.
For interesting dynamics,
we apply a rule that allows grain of sand to shift
from one square to another: a toppling rule.
Whenever height Z exceeds a critical value Zcr (arbitrarily set)
say Zcr = 3 ,
one grain of is sand sent to each of four neighbors.
Thus, when Z reaches 4, height at that site decreases by 4 units,

Z(x, y) ! Z(x, y)

4

for Z(x, y) > Zcr ,
and heights Z at four neighbor sites go up by 1 unit,

Z(x ± 1, y) ! Z(x ± 1, y) + 1
Z(x, y ± 1) ! Z(x, y ± 1) + 1

If unstable site happens to be at boundary
where x or y, is 1 or 100,
grains of sand leave system - fall off edge of table.
These few simple equations(rules) completely de ne the model.
No mathematics more complicated than
adding and subtracting numbers between 1 and 4 needed.
Nevertheless, the consequences of these rules are horrifyingly complicated
they cannot be deduced from a simple inspection of equations,
which represent local dynamics of each of sand grains.
Follow general procedure outlined earlier
start studying model by direct computer simulations.

Earlier I discussed the sandpile simulation - let me repeat that now.

fi

demos

Start with mound
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Start at

Physicists' sandpile is gross oversimpli cation of what really happens.
First, real grains have different sizes and shapes.
Instabilities in real sandpile occur not only at surface
but also through formation of cracks in bulk.
Toppling depends on how individual grains lock together.
Once grain falling, motion determined by gravity eld,
which accelerates grain, and
interaction with other grains,
which tends to decelerate motion.
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Stopping motion depends on many factors,
such as shape of grains bumps into
and velocity at that point,
and not just height or slope of pile at neighbor points.

Could go on and on with objections like this.
Quickly realize that it is losing strategy to try to make a realistic model of sandpile,
which might have seemed reasonably simple object.
Why is model acceptable at all?
Validity based on intuition that model
contains ESSENTIAL physics,
namely that grains interact and may cause each other to topple.
Correct?
Justi ed (or falsi ed) only a posteriori by comparing with experiments.
That is the way theoretical physics works!!
Second, not particularly interested in sand.
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Hope that sand dynamics that we observe
are general enough that they can be applied
to a much larger class of phenomena.

Beginning of process - heights are low - no unstable sites.
All sites have Z < 3, so sand stays precisely where happens to land.
After many steps of adding single grain to square of grid,
height somewhere must necessarily exceed 3
have rst toppling event.
Unlikely that height at any of four neighbor squares exceeds 3 this soon,
so no further activity of toppling grains at that moment.
As process continues, becomes more likely that at least one of neighbors
will reach critical height,
so rst event induces second event.
One toppling event leads to next, like falling dominos.
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As more sand added,
will be bigger and bigger landslides, or avalanches,
although will still also be small ones.

Figure shows sequence of toppling events in very small system.
Numbers in squares represent heights.
Grain of sand lands on site with height 3,
causing site to topple.
Two of neighbor sites had Z = 3,
so those two sites topple next,
at second time step,
sending total of eight grains to neighbors,
including two grains to original site.
Eventually system comes to rest.
Notice there were precisely nine couplings,
avalanche had size s = 9.
Also total duration, that is,
number of update steps, t = 7, of avalanche.
Eventually entire sandpile enters into stationary state
where average height of all sites
does not increase further.
Average height is somewhere between 2 and 3.

Pile can never reach highest possible stable state,
where all heights are 3,
since long before that simple state reached
pile has broken down due to large avalanches.
Can monitor this by counting total number of grains in pile at all times.
In stationary state, most avalanches are small
and do not reach edge, so cause pile to grow.
Precisely compensated by fewer,
and generally larger,
avalanches that reach edge and
cause many grains of sand to leave pile.
Photo (a) shows con guration in stationary state,
just after completion of an avalanche for very
large pile.
Here, instead of numbers, color code used.
Red is Z = 3, blue is Z = 2, green is Z = 1,
and gray is Z = 0.
Picture looks like big mess,
with no organized structure whatsoever.
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Nothing could be further from truth.

Pile has organized itself into a highly orchestrated,
susceptible state through process of
repeatedly adding sand and having
avalanches travel through pile again and again.
Can realize intricate properties of con guration of sand,
not by directly inspecting colors
but by dropping one more grain of sand.
If red site hit, triggers avalanche.
Photo (b) shows what has happened
after few time steps.
Light blue area represents all grains that have fallen.
Yellow and white spots represent active sites
that are about to topple, where Z > 3.
Next picture shows situation a little later,
where avalanche has covered larger area.
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Eventually avalanche comes to stop after
approximately half of in pile
have toppled at least once.

Most sites have actually toppled several times.
Particular con guration at end of avalanche is very different than one at start.
It was a very big avalanche. More often avalanches are smaller.
Now follow same procedures as geophysicists when making statistics of earthquakes.
By successively adding sand after each avalanche has stopped,
generate large series of avalanches, say, 1 million avalanches.
Then make synthetic earthquake catalog by
counting how many avalanches of each size.
Magnitude of avalanches
is logarithm of size of avalanche.
Plot log-log of number of avalanches of given
magnitude versus that magnitude.
Number of avalanches of each size for system
of linear size 50 plotted in gure - shows data
from rst sandpile simulation.
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Straight line indicates that avalanches follow
Gutenberg-Richter power law, just like real
earthquakes, although slopes are different.

Part of typical small data set

Raw Data Set

log-log plot

Very Large Data Set

Do not have to wait millions of years to generate many earthquakes,
so statistical uctuations are smaller than those for real earthquakes,
where must deal with much smaller number
that nature has generated.
Exponent ⌧ of power law,
that is, slope of curve in gure,
was measured to be approximately 1.1.
Power law indicates that stationary state is critical.

fi
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Conclude that pile has self-organized into critical state.

Can show, analyzing geometry of sandpile,
that pro le of sandpile is fractal, like Norway's coast.
Avalanches have carved out fractal structures in pile.
Power law also indicates that distribution of avalanches follows Zipf 's law.
Instead of plotting how many avalanches there are of each size,
could plot how large biggest avalanche was (avalanche of rank 1),
how large second biggest avalanche, of rank 2 was,
how large tenth biggest avalanche was, and so on,
precisely same way that Zipf plotted ranking of cities.
Just another way of representing information from original power law.
The straight line shows that sandpile dynamics obey Zipf's law.
Simple model cannot by any stretch of imagination represent
formation of real cities in human society
or process by which James Joyce wrote Ulysses,
where one is dealing with humans, not sand grains.
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Nevertheless, we speculate Zipf's law indicates that world population
has organized itself into critical state,
where cities are formed by avalanches of human migrations.

Had to check that criticality is robust with respect to modi cations of model.
Power law should prevail no matter how modify sandpile.
They tried long sequence of different versions.
Instead of having critical height equal to 3,
version where critical height varies
from site to site was tried.
Snow screens simulated by preventing sand from
falling between certain neighbor sites, selected randomly,
by having sand arranged on triangular grid instead of square grid.
Also tried adding grains of different sizes, that is,
they increased Z not by unity when grains
are falling but by some random number between 0 and 1.
Massaged model so that random amount of sand topples when site becomes unstable.
Selected sites to which sand would topple in random way, and not to nearest neighbors.
In all cases, pile organized itself into critical state with avalanches of all sizes.
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Criticality was unavoidable.

Might speculate that criticality
caused by randomness of way that system driven
since we add new grains at random positions.
Not important at all.
Can drive system in deterministic way with no randomness whatsoever.
Phenomenon of SOC essentially a deterministic phenomenon,
just like chaos studied by Feigenbaum.
Fact that randomness of adding sand does not affect power law
indicates that randomness is irrelevant for complex behavior are observing.
This fact important to realize when studying much more complicated systems.
Economics deals with more or less random behavior of many agents,
whose minds certainly not made up at beginning of history.
Nevertheless, this randomness does not preclude system’s
evolving to delicate critical state, with well-de ned statistical properties.
This is a fascinating point that is dif cult to grasp.
How can system evolve to organized state despite all obvious randomness in real world?
fi
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How can particular con guration be contingent on minor details, but criticality totally robust?

Life in the Sandpile World
Dynamics of the nonequilibrium critical state
could hardly be more different
than the quiet dynamics of at beach.
How would local observer experience situation?
During transient stage, when sandpile was relatively shallow,
experience would be monotonous.
Every now and then there would be small disturbance passing by,
when few grains topple in neighborhood.
If we drop a single grain of sand at one place instead of another,
it causes only a small local change in con guration.
No means by which disturbance can spread system-wide.
Response to small perturbations is small.
In noncritical world nothing dramatic ever happens.
Easy to be weather (sand) forecaster in atland of non-critical system.

fi
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Not only can predict what will happen, but can also understand it.

Action at some place does not depend on events happening long before at faraway places.
Contingency is irrelevant
Once pile has reached stationary critical state, though, situation entirely different.
Single grain of sand might cause avalanche involving entire pile.
Small change in con guration might cause insigni cant event to become catastrophe.
Sand forecaster can still make short time predictions
by carefully identifying rules and
monitoring local environment.
If sees avalanche coming,
can predict when will hit with some degree of accuracy.
However, cannot predict when large event will occur,
since that is contingent on very minor details
of the con guration of entire sandpile.
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Massive contingency in real world could be understood
as consequence of self-organized criticality.

Sand forecaster's situation similar to weatherman in complex world:
experience and data collection allow weather forecasts of local grain activity,
but gives little insight into climate,
represented by statistical properties of many sand slides,
such as size and frequency.
Most of time things completely calm
might appear actually living in stable equilibrium world,
where nature in balance.
However, every now and then quiet life interrupted by punctuation
burst of activity where grains of sand keep tumbling about.
Will be bursts of all sizes.
Might be tempted to believe that dealing with local phenomenon
since can relate activity that one observes
to dynamical rules of sand toppling nearby.
But you are not;
local punctuation observed
is integrated part of global cooperative phenomenon.
Parts of critical system cannot be understood in isolation.
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Dynamics observed locally re ect fact that it is part of entire sandpile.

If sitting on at beach instead of sandpile, rules that govern sand are precisely same,
following same laws of physics, but history has changed things.
Sand is same but dynamics are different.
Ability of sand to evolve slowly is associated with its capability of recording history.
Sand may contain memory; can write letters in sand that can be read long time later.
Cannot happen in equilibrium system such as dish of water.
In critical state, sandpile is functional unit, not single grains of sand.
No reductionist approach makes sense.
Local units exist in actual form, characterized for instance by local slope, only because they
are part of whole.
Studying individual grains under microscope doesn't give clue to what going in whole
sandpile.
Nothing in individual grain of sand suggests emergent properties of pile.
Sandpile goes from one con guration to another,
not gradually but by means of catastrophic avalanches.
Because of power law statistics, most of topplings not associated with large avalanches.
Much more frequent small avalanches do not add up to much.
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But evolution of sandpile takes place in terms of revolutions,
as in Karl Marx's view of history.

Things happen by revolutions,
not gradually, precisely because
dynamical systems are
poised at critical state.
Self-organized criticality is nature's way of making
enormous transformations
over short time scales
In hindsight one can trace history of speci c large avalanche that occurred.
Sand slides can be described in narrative language,
using methods of history rather than those of physics.
Story that sand forecaster would tell goes something like this:
Yesterday morning at 7 A.M., grain of sand landed on site A, with coordinates
(5,13). This caused toppling to site B at coordinates (5,12). Since grain of
sand resting at B was already near limit of stability this caused further
topplings to sites C, D, and E. We have carefully monitored all subsequent
topplings, which can easily be explained and understood from the known laws
of sand dynamics, as expressed in the simple equations. Clearly, we could
have prevented this massive catastrophe by removing a grain of sand at the
initial triggering site.
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Everything is understood.

However, this is a awed line of thinking for 2 reasons.
First, fact that particular event led to catastrophe
depended on details of structure of entire pile
at that particular time.
To predict event, would have to measure
everything everywhere with absolute accuracy —-> impossible.
Then would have to perform accurate computation
based on information —-> equally impossible.
For earthquakes, would have to know
detailed fault structure and forces acting on those faults
everywhere in very large region, like California.
Second, even if able to identify and remove triggering grain,
there would sooner or later be another catastrophe,
originating somewhere else,
perhaps with equally devastating consequences or maybe more!
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Most importantly, historical account does not provide
insight into what is going on,
despite fact that each step
follows logically from previous step.

General patterns that are observed locally,
including existence of catastrophic events,
re ect fact that pile had evolved into critical state
during entire evolutionary history
which took place on much longer time scale
than period of observation.
Forecaster does not understand why arrangement of grains
happened to be precisely such that it could accommodate large avalanche.
Why couldn't all avalanches be small?
Not much that individual can do to protect from these disasters.
Even if able to modify neighborhood by attening pile nearby,
might nevertheless be swept away
by avalanches from far away through no fault of own.
Fate plays decisive role for sandpile inhabitant.
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In contrast, observer on at noncritical pile
can prevent small disasters
by simple local measures,
since needs information only about neighborhood
in order to make predictions,
assuming has information on arrival of grains to pile.

It is criticality that makes life complicated.
Sandpile metaphor reached beyond world
of physicists thinking about complex phenomena;
contains everything
cooperative behavior of many parts,
punctuated equilibrium,
contingency,
unpredictability,
fate.
New way of viewing world.
Real Sandpiles and Landscape Formation
Experiments on sandpiles - rst test of self-organized criticality.
Nature has no obligation to obey our ideas; intuition could be entirely wrong.
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Theory has to be confronted eventually with real-world observations,
so study sandpiles and ask,
do they or don't they self-organize to critical state

Norwegian Rice Piles
Most careful experiment performed by group at University of Oslo, Norway.
Created ultimate sandpile experiment.
Studied grains of rice, not sand.
In principle, should not matter what kind of material used.
Such details should not be important.
Grains of rice have convenient size that allows for visual study of motion of individual grains.
Norwegian group rst went to local supermarket to buy long grain rice,
which have more friction than sand and do not keep rolling.
More likely to get stuck again once they start sliding.
Experiment designed to be similar to computer models
exhibiting self-organized criticality
so was important to monitor bulk avalanches and not just rice falling off edges.
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Rice pile con ned to space between two glass plates,
through which dynamics of pile
could be observed, either directly or with video recorder.

the professor

before

after

Rice was slowly fed into gap at upper corner at slow rate of twenty grains per minute.
Experiments were performed at various spacings between plates
and various slow feeding rates.
Long runs were important in order to get good statistics,
particularly for the very few large avalanches,
and large system size was important in order
to have wide range of avalanche sizes.
Motion of grains was monitored with CCD video camera.
Frames were taken every fteen seconds,
and digitized signal sent to computer,
identifying positions of all rice grains.
Pile grew until it reached stationary state.
Once stationary state reached,
camera and computer
started monitoring motion of rice grains.
Figure shows propagating
avalanche in stationary state.
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Pro les of rice pile at two consecutive
measurements are shown.

Gray area shows rice present at rst measurement,
and not at second, i.e., amount of rice that had fallen.
Conversely, black areas show where rice went.
Those areas were not lled at rst measurement,
only after second.
Thus, avalanche had occurred
in fteen-second interval
between two measurements.
Size of avalanche de ned as total amount of downward motion
of grains between two successive frames
—> number of grains falling weighted by distance they fell.
Size of avalanche measured
in this way is equal to energy lost,
or dissipated into heat.
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In stationary state, rice grains get stuck in intricate arrangements,
where lock into each other,
allowing for steep slopes,
even with overhangs as shown in photo:

Analysis of surface pro le shows
a fractal structure just like coast of Norway,
with bumps and other features of all sizes.
Figure below shows sequence of avalanches that
occurred in period of 350 minutes during one run.

On basis of such measurements, one can count number of avalanches of each size.
For long grain rice distribution of avalanches is power law, indicative of SOC behavior.
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Distribution was measured for different sizes of piles (see gure right top):

The larger the pile, the larger the avalanche.
Same scaling behavior was observed for
avalanches ranging in size from few grains to
several thousand grains.
Scientists showed that curves for different sizes
of systems followed systematic behavior,
known as nite size scaling (see gure right
bottom) unique to critical systems.
Thus, SOC can indeed be observed in laboratory
sandpiles, if one has persistence and patience.
By coloring a few grains, experimenters able to
trace motion of individual grains.
Turned out to be surprisingly complicated.
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Sliding grains were not con ned to surface;
grains made complicated excursions
of long duration
throughout the pile.

No grains stay forever in pile.
All eventually would leave, but some grains remained in pile for extremely long time.
Behavior not understood but does not affect SOC behavior,
as evidenced by measured power law.
Would be interesting if duration of grains conformed to another power law.
Experimentalists might wish to have avalanches spanning
even larger range of magnitude in experiments of longer duration.
However, no laboratory experimentalist has the in nite patience nature has,
and no laboratory has space that nature has,
so there are limits on systems that can be studied.
Observations of real phenomena, such as distribution of earthquake magnitudes,
might show scaling behavior,
i.e. power laws, over much wider ranges
than short-term experiments in lab.
After all, took billions of years for morphology of earth to reach present state.
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On other hand, laboratory experiments allow study
under systematically varying conditions,
whereas nature represents only single experiment.

Problem one generally encounters when studying
emergent phenomena such as large avalanches:
experiment must contain everything from
shortest length scale of microscopic entities
to largest where emergent phenomena occur.
In contrast, reductionist scientist need study things only at smallest scale.
Norwegian rice experiments show conclusively
that SOC occurs in piles of granular material
within limits de ned by laboratory conditions.
Viesek's Landslide Experiment: The Origin of Fractals
Viesek devoted most of career to studying fractal phenomena.
Developed general formalism for describing growth
of surfaces by random deposition of material.
Viesek constructed a model for self-organization of ock of birds.
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Showed possible for birds to y in formation
in same direction without leader
in situation where individual birds simply follow
local rules of interaction with neighbors.

BoidsSimulatedFlockingBehavior

Viesek’s experiments not only con rmed evolution of sandpile to critical state,
but also exposed the mechanisms for landscape formation in nature.
He asked: Why do landscapes look the way they do?
Built his own mini-landscape, subjected to erosion by water.
This type of laboratory experiment gives interesting contribution to geomorphology
(science of how real geological structures formed).
Granular pile erected by slowly pouring mixture of silica
and potting soil onto table.
Initial landscape had shape of ridge.
Ridge watered by commercial sprayers modi ed to suit experiment.
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As water penetrated granular pile, parts of pile became saturated,
wet parts slid down surface,
like avalanches or mud slides.

Purpose of experiment:
gather information on distribution of sizes
of landslides in a micromodel of
landscape formation by water erosion.
Done by video recording of changes in pro le of ridge (as in rice pile).
Information fed into computer for analysis.
Since each experiment eventually caused complete breakdown of pile,
experiment repeated many times to get suf ciently large number of avalanches.
Performed 9 independent erosion experiments with
between 10 and 30 mudslides in each experiment.
All data combined to form single histogram of landslide sizes,
exhibited a power law shape with exponent near 1, indicating self-organized criticality.
Experimenters measured many other properties of landscapes formed by erosion process.
Distribution of velocities of landslides is another power law.
Most importantly, measured geometrical properties of resulting contours of landscape.
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Found a fractal with similar features at all length scales!

Thus, it was demonstrated in real experiment that fractals
can be generated by self-organized critical process,
precisely as predicted from sandpile simulations
and as found by Norwegian group.
Experiment showed directly that fractals can emerge
as result of intermittent penetrations, or avalanches,
carving out features of all length scales.
Very tempting suggestion made that fractals can be viewed
as snapshots of SOC dynamical processes!
In real life, where time scales are much longer than in laboratory,
landscapes may appear static,
so not clear one is dealing with an evolving dynamical process.
In past, geophysicists have fallen into this trap when dealing, for instance,
with earthquakes as a phenomenon occurring in preexisting fault structure.
Chicken (geometric fractal structure of network of faults, or morphology of landscapes)
and egg (earthquakes, landslides) treated as two entirely different phenomena.
Geophysicists did not realize earthquakes and fault structures
could be two sides of same coin,
different manifestations of one unique underlying critical dynamical process.

Himalayan Sandpiles
Do sand slides in nature obey power laws
indicative of SOC as observed in laboratory
under controlled circumstances?
To shed some light on this, scientists investigated sand slides in the Himalayas.
Examined data from two road-engineering projects.
On two mountain roads in Nepal, the 6 km Mussoori-Tehrie road
and the 2 km stretch on Mussoori bypass,
avalanches were cleared off road.
Smallest landslides had volume of 1/1000 m3(= shovelful).
Largest avalanches were 10,000,000 m3,
so landslide volumes
spanned colossal range of eleven(1011) orders of magnitude,
compared with two or three orders of magnitude
covered by laboratory experiments.
Thus, in contrast to early sandpile experiments, there were events of all sizes.
The distribution of avalanches follows power law over about six orders of magnitude.

Power law not obeyed for avalanches smaller than 1 m3
because not all avalanches involving few shovelfuls were recorded,
just as not all small earthquakes are.
Also, small sand slides may have been removed by cars and yaks traveling along roads.
In any case they saw scaling extending over an enormous range.
Noted that avalanches originate from steep supercritical state
that erodes and produces avalanches.
Pointed out that obvious laboratory setup would be systematically drying or vibrating an
overly steep pile of wet sand.
Sediment Deposition
Rocks formed by sediment deposition form layered structure.
Process for formation of layers is: First, by various transport processes, sediment deposited
at edge of continental shelf and along continental slopes.
Slope eventually becomes unstable, causing avalanche-like events known - slumps.
Slump creates region of mud - ows along sea bottom.
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Eventually mud current slows it down when reaches at basin plain
and the sediment carried settles down.

Deposits produced this way called turbidites.
Turbidite events occur on time scales ranging from minutes to days,
whereas time between deposition events in any location
is on order of years to thousands of years.
—> dealing with an intermittent, punctuated equilibrium phenomenon.
By studying thickness of layers, ranging from centimeters to several meters,
estimate distribution of avalanches causing sedimentation.
Turbidites observed along Amargosa River near southern end of Death Valley California.
Turbidites formed approximately 100 million years ago.
Sample obtained by drilling hole several hundred meters deep and recovering
sediments from hole.

See penny
at bottom
left to get
scale.

Counted how many layers
exceeded certain thickness,
made usual log-log histogram as in gure(left).
Indeed, there is a power law distribution
of layer thicknesses,
as theory of SOC predicts.
Geomorphology: Landscapes Out of Balance
Landscapes are prime examples of complex systems.
Simple systems do not vary much
from one place to another.
Landscapes are different everywhere.
Can look around and orient ourselves by studying
landscape precisely because every place
different from every other place.
Complexity involves surprises.
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Every time turn a corner, see something new.

What are general principles are governing formation of landscapes?
So far, there is no general framework for discussing and describing landscape formation.

Puzzles me that geophysicists often show
little interest in underlying principles of their science.
Perhaps take it for granted that earth is so complicated and messy
that no general principles apply,
and that no general theory (in physicist's sense) can exist.
Outstanding exceptions, however.
Turcotte of Cornell University involved in discovering general mechanisms.
In particular, performed extended analysis of many fractal phenomena
and constructed simple mathematical models
reproducing some general features in geology and geophysics.
Another exception is Rinaldo of University of Padova(a cradle of modern science).
In 15th century idea of studying human body by observing and describing,
rather than by unsubstantiated philosophical arguments, originated at Padova.

Rinaldo is hydrologist.
Studies ow of water on earth.
Particularly interested in complicated dynamics of ow of water
from Adriatic Sea
back and forth into lagoons of Venice.
Rinaldo wanted general principles for formation of landscapes.
Initiated theoretical study of formation of river networks and effects of rivers on landscapes.
Small rivers, starting essentially everywhere,
join each other to form larger rivers,
which merge to form even larger rivers,
and so on until largest rivers run into oceans.
Known that branching structure of rivers follows simple power law known as Horton's law.
Horton de ned order of river segments
as number of links to other segments
that has to be passed before river reaches ocean.
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Horton's law states that number of segments of each order increases as power law in order.

Another empirical law says that length L of river scales
with the area A that is drained by that river as

L = 1.4A

0.6

Could it be that these and other power laws for river networks are indicative of SOC?
In sandpile models, criticality comes from combination of two processes:
energy supplied by adding sand, and
energy dissipated by toppling of grains of sand.
Rinaldo's group speculated that landscape formation occurs by similar process energy supplied by uplifting process
(by plate tectonics or some other geological process)
and dissipated through erosion by wind and water.
In Rinaldo's model, erosion takes place
if stress on riverbank from water ow
exceeds critical value.
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Stress at given point depends on ow of water through that point,
and slope s of landscape.

Flow of water proportional to area A drained by river branch,
assuming that rain falls at same rate everywhere.
Formula for stress taken as
(although the exact expression is not important).
Simulation quite simple:
Starting from given landscape with river network,
stress calculated everywhere using formula above.
Sites where stress exceeds critical value identi ed.
Erosion simulated by removing 1 unit of material at each of those sites.
After erosion takes place, new landscape, with new network of rivers,
emerged, and process is repeated.
River pattern constructed from resulting contours of landscape
by having water always running in direction of steepest descent from any point.
Erosion combined with general uplifting
that uniformly increases slope s of landscape everywhere.
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Landscape settles into stationary state,
with fractal network of rivers traversing fractal landscape.

Figure below left shows a snapshot of river network.
Many aspects of computed river network are in
agreement with empirical observations, such
as Horton's law and law for drainage area for a
river of a given length.
Power laws show that stationary state is critical.
Photo below shows corresponding landscape that
was generated by process.

Rinaldo's computer simulations of landscape
formation represent new and refreshing
way of looking at geophysics.
Instead of simply describing all geophysical
features by simple cataloging process,
or stamp collecting, simulations reveal
general mechanisms.
Observing details may be entertaining and
fascinating, but really learn from generalities.

This hierarchical structure indicates that river networks are fractal, just as hierarchical
structure of fjords along Norway's coast indicates that coast is fractal.

Rinaldo concludes that fractal structure
of river networks on surface of earth is manifestation that crust of earth
has self-organized into critical state, forming landscapes out of balance.
No other dynamic mechanism for formation
of fractals in geophysics has been proposed.
The variability of landscapes can be viewed as SOC phenomenon.
Landscapes are snapshots of a dynamic critical process.
The Crust of the Earth is Critical
Earthquakes may be cleanest and most direct example
of self-organized critical phenomenon in nature.
Most of time crust of earth is at rest, in periods of stasis.
Every now and then apparent tranquillity interrupted
by bursts of intermittent, sometimes violent, activity.
A few very large earthquakes and many more smaller earthquakes.
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Small earthquakes do not affect us at all, so scienti c efforts have been directed
towards trying to predict few large catastrophic ones.

Scientists have taken a very direct approach,
formulating individual theories, or explanations,
for individual earthquakes or earthquake zones;
and not been much effort directed toward
general understanding of earthquake phenomenon.
Geophysics community is very conservative.
For instance, theory of plate tectonics
as a general explanation for shifting of crustal plates
that creates earthquakes
was put forward in The Origin of Continents and Oceans by
German meteorologist Alfred Wegener in 1912,
but not even found worthy of discussion until late 1960s!!
Among obvious appealing features, it explains similar shape and geological composition of
west coast of Africa and east coast of south America.
Don't get me wrong.
I have deepest respect for type of science where one puts on rubber
boots and walks out into eld to collect data about speci c events.
Such science provides the bread and butter for all scienti c enterprise.
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Just wish was more open-minded attitude toward attempts to view things in larger context.

Issue once raised among group, not of geophysicists, but of physicists who study quantum
foundations(my eld) at a conference.
"Why is it that you guys are so conservative in your views, in the face of the almost
complete lack of understanding of what is going on in your eld?"
Answer was as simple as was surprising.
"If we don't accept some common picture of the universe, however unsupported by
the facts, there would be nothing to bind us together as a scienti c community.
Since it is unlikely that any picture that we use will be falsi ed in our lifetime, one
theory is as good as any other".
The explanation was social(desperate need for an orthodoxy), not scienti c!
Explanations for earthquakes typically relate earthquakes to
speci c ruptures of speci c faults or fault segments.
Might be reasonable, but then, of course, must explain fault pattern independently.
Analogously, sand theorist may correctly
conclude that origin of sand slides is toppling sand,
but that does not provide any insight into properties of large slides.
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Fact that earthquakes are caused by ruptures
at or near faults does not in itself explain
remarkable Gutenberg-Richter law.

Scientists are poor at making earthquake predictions - not for lack of effort.
All kinds of phenomena in nature have been viewed as precursors of large earthquakes,
such as behavior of animals, variations in ground water level,
and occurrence of minor earthquakes.
Latter approach, trying to recognize
earthquake patterns preceding major quakes,
seems, at least, in principle, plausible.
However, no success.
In particular, have been claims that earthquakes are periodic at some locations,
but statistics are never based on more than two to four intervals.
Notably, it appeared that in Park Field earthquake region in California
there was periodicity of approximately 20 years.
Some years ago a major and expensive project was set up to study next earthquake.
Last event in that area took place in 1950s, and scientists are still waiting!!!
Earthquake predictors have had much less success than their meteorologist colleagues.
Richter (Gutenberg-Richter law, Richter scale for earthquake magnitudes) once said.
"Only fools, charlatans, and liars predict earthquakes"

Phenomenon surrounded by much folklore.
Because of poor statistics of very few large quakes,
one can say just about anything about earthquakes
without being subjected to possible falsi cation.
Predictions will not be challenged within the lifetime of person making prediction!
Indeed, after an earthquake we can report what happened in detail.
Can identify fault that was responsible and pinpoint epicenter.
Information might convince scientists working on earthquakes
that should be able to predict large events.
"With a little more funding" one might become successful.
However, experience with sandpile modeling tells us that things do not work out that way.
Because one can explain with utmost precision
what has happened does not mean able to predict what will happen.
Seems reasonable to acquire general understanding of earthquakes
before jumping into predicting speci c events.
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Extensive work performed during last few years,
is supporting view that earthquakes are SOC phenomenon.

Gutenberg-Richter law, discovered long before anybody
thought about landscape self-organization,
epitomizes what SOC is all about.
Distribution of earthquake magnitudes is power law,
ranging from smallest measurable earthquake,
whose size is like truck passing by
to largest devastating quakes killing
hundreds of thousands of people.
Cannot imagine a theory of earthquakes that does not explain Gutenberg-Richter law.
Gutenberg-Richter law is a statistical scaling law;
states how many earthquakes there are of one size
compared with how many there are of some other size.
Does not say anything about a speci c earthquake.
Law is an empirical law —> stems from direct measurements.
Might think there is something special about largest events on curve
of magnitude 9 or so for a worldwide catalogue.
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Appears there must be some particular physics on some scale
that prevents larger quakes from taking place.

This is an illusion.
Largest events merely represent largest magnitude
that one typically can expect in human lifetime.
Even if Gutenberg-Richter law extends beyond earthquakes of magnitude 10,
may not have had opportunity to observe even a single one.
Superhuman living for million years might have observed few earthquakes of magnitude 10,
involving, for example, most of earthquake zone ranging
from Alaska to southern tip of South America.
To this superhuman, earthquakes of magnitude 9 might appear uninteresting.
Similarly, mouse living only for year or so, might nd
an earthquake of magnitude 6 terribly interesting,
since this is largest can expect to experience in its lifetime.
Unfortunately not yet possible to check by geological observations
whether or not have been earthquakes of magnitude, say 10 in last 10,000 years.
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Scaling law says nothing special about earthquakes of magnitude 8 or 9
because there is nothing special about human lifetime of 100 years or so
(average time interval for such events) in geophysical context,
in which time scale for tectonic plate motion is hundreds of millions of years.

Not necessarily a bad situation, since physics is same on all scales,
one might acquire insight into earthquakes of magnitude 8 or 9
by studying much more abundant quakes of magnitude 5 or 6,
statistics of which are more available.
Pointless to hang around for dozens of years to get better data on large earthquakes.
Self-Organization of Earthquakes
Gutenberg-Richter law appeared in 1988 during conference on fractal structures in nature.
They addressed importance of scale-free behavior of earthquakes and earthquake zones.
Pointed out that faults form fractal patterns,
and presented worldwide earthquake data
showing power law behavior of earthquake magnitudes over seven decades.
They gave sharp rebuttal to much of folklore surrounding earthquake business,
such as characteristic earthquake sizes.
Are earthquakes like sand slides in sandpile model?
Tectonic plate motion would provide energy for earthquakes.
Ruptures would correspond to toppling grains.

Slowly increasing pressure from tectonic plates
grinding into one another eventually must cause rupture somewhere.
Just as toppling grains can affect one another in a domino process,
one rupture can lead to another by transfer of force,
and sometimes lead to large chain reaction
representing large earthquake.
In larger perspective, think of plate motion as source of landscape upheaval
and earthquakes as erosion,
whose combined effects organize crust of earth to critical state.
Thus, Gutenberg-Richter law is ngerprint that
crust of earth has self-organized to critical state.
This supports the view of earthquakes as an SOC phenomenon.
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Cannot be emphasized enough that various models
do not really represent how earthquakes work.

They are like the spherical cow.
An earthquake cannot be localized to individual, preexisting faults;
it is three-dimensional, distributed phenomenon.
Gutenberg-Richter law is not property of a fault,
but property of entire crust, or at very least a large geographical area.
Ideally, would like it if fractal systems of faults
were created by earthquake dynamics itself in model,
simulating entire geological process
that formed crust
and eventually carried it to critical state.
Models, however, are merely intended to show
that such behavior is indeed within realm of the possible.
Models gives earthquakes of all sizes following Gutenberg-Richter law!
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See gure below:

What was particularly interesting about this
result was
(1) nal model was derived from careful
analysis of all earlier models, which were
already well known and accepted in
community; no new "ad hoc" physics was
pulled out of any hat
(2) model required no tuning in order to be
critical.
Power law was valid for wide range of
values of parameters.
Could even include various types of randomness(noise) in model without destroying criticality.
Various curves in gure correspond to different numbers of fundamental elements in models.
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When number of elements in system increases,
power law extends to larger events
in systematic way known as nite size scaling,
which only critical systems obey.

All systems, no matter the number of fundamental elements, exhibit curves of SAME shape.
Model are still very simpli ed.
When there is rupture in any solid material, not only nearest neighborhood affected.
In reality, elastic forces extend to very large distances.
Taking this into account, they constructed much more elaborate model of fracture formation.
Starting with nonfractured solid, fractal pattern of fault zones emerges,
together with power-law distribution of fracture events.
Simulation showed that fractal fault pattern and Gutenberg-Richter law
could both be derived within single mathematical model.
Results are much more in tune with real earthquakes,
where seismic activity is distributed
over large area and not con ned to individual fault.
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Some earthquakes involve interactions between faults,
where rupture along one fault puts pressure on another fault,
which then ruptures during same earthquake.

